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We use a symmetry approach to construct a systematic derivative expansion of the low-energy effective
Hamiltonian modifying the continuum Dirac description of graphene in the presence of nonuniform elastic
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of lattice deformations on the electronic
properties of graphene has been a topic of interest since the
very early days due to the observation of ripples in suspended
samples.1 Later on, the subject acquired a new dimension after
the recognition of the extraordinary mechanical properties of
the material2 and the capability of tailoring the samples to
exploit the interplay of mechanical and electronic properties.3,4
The successful description of the influence of elastic deformations on the electronic excitations in terms of “elastic
gauge fields”5–7 has been extensively used in the proposals
of strain engineering in real8 and synthetic samples.9 The
interest in the effective low-energy Hamiltonian of deformed
graphene has been reactivated recently based on the apparent
discrepancy between the lattice description—tight binding
(TB) approximation and subsequent continuum limit—and
an alternative geometric approach using the formalism of
quantum field theory in curved spaces.10,11 There have also
been recent claims of the emergence of new gauge fields in the
standard TB approach originating from the deformation of the
lattice vectors.12–14
Given the rapid progress in this field one obvious question
is, have we considered all possible effects of strain on the
electronic properties of graphene or are we missing some? This
is a crucial question, as particular models and approximations
tend to capture specific features of the physics and, as a
consequence, are likely to miss other aspects. We may answer
this question by using group theory techniques to generate all
possible interactions respecting the symmetries of the system,
and then try to find a model to estimate the values of their
couplings.
The idea of constructing effective actions for physical
systems based solely on symmetry considerations has a
long tradition both in quantum field theory (QFT)15 and
condensed-matter physics, and lies at the hearth of the Landau
Fermi-liquid theory of metals.16 The Dirac description of the
low-energy electronic excitations of graphene in the continuum
limit is rooted in the symmetries of the underlying honeycomb
1098-0121/2013/88(15)/155405(10)

lattice, as has been known for a long time.17 The symmetry
approach has been applied to the particular problem of strained
graphene, for example, in Refs. 18–22. A highly detailed
symmetry construction has been used in Ref. 23 to extract
the low-energy Hamiltonian affecting the Raman responses in
graphene and, more recently, to explore the influence of the
flexural modes on the spin-orbit coupling.20,24
While many previous studies have concentrated on uniform
strains, important effects such as the emergence of pseudomagnetic fields25 and the new vector fields10,11 responsible for
pseudospin precession14 require the presence of nonuniform
strain. Under nonuniform strain, new interaction terms arise
which depend not just on the strain components, but also on
their derivatives. In this work we apply standard symmetry
based methods to construct a low-energy effective Hamiltonian
for graphene in the presence of nonuniform elastic deformations. In order to accomplish this, we set up a systematic
expansion in derivatives of the strain and use group theory
techniques to guarantee that all the symmetry allowed terms up
to a given order are included. Next we compute the coefficients
of the most relevant terms—those which will affect the
experiments—within a generalized tight-binding approximation, which sheds light on the physical origin and significance
of the various interactions in the effective Hamiltonian. Those
terms which do not involve derivatives of the strain have
been already discussed in the literature, but among the new
interactions predicted by the symmetry approach there is one
that opens a gap and represents the Zeeman coupling between
the elastic pseudomagnetic field and pseudospin. We discuss
the physical strength of this coupling within the generalized
tight-binding model and analyze some physical consequences.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outline the
properties of the graphene system relevant to our symmetry
analysis and set up a systematic expansion in the derivatives
of the strain tensor. Section III summarizes the results of
the symmetry analysis and contains a description of all the
possible terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian for deformed
graphene with at most one derivative. The effects of including
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higher derivatives are explored in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV we
introduce a generalized tight-binding model which is used to
compute the coefficients of the low-energy Hamiltonian both
for in-plane strains and out-of-plane distortions (Sec. IV A).
We also consider the geometric terms due to frame effects
(Sec. IV B) and discuss some physical implications of the new
gap opening term (Sec. IV C). In Sec. V we summarize our
work and consider possible extensions.
II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN, DERIVATIVE
EXPANSION, AND SYMMETRIES

In this paper we consider a systematic expansion of the
Hamiltonian in derivatives of the electron field and the strain
tensor,26
uij = 12 (∂i ξj + ∂j ξi + ∂i h∂j h), i,j = x,y,

(1)

where ξi and h are horizontal and vertical displacements
respectively. This makes sense in the presence of elastic
deformations, where each new derivative of the strain is
expected to be suppressed by a factor of order O(a/λ), where
λ is the wavelength of the deformation and a is the lattice
constant. As we are interested in a continuum low-energy
approximation where electrons behave like Dirac fermions,
we will restrict ourselves to terms that are at most linear in
the electron momentum k, where k is measured with respect
to a Fermi point. Moreover, we will assume that the system is
within the domain of applicability of standard linear elasticity
theory and consider only terms linear in the strain tensor. Thus
the effective Hamiltonian will be a function of the electron
fields ψ and ψ † , the strain uij , and their derivatives. Each order
in the derivative expansion will be characterized by (nq ,nk ),
where nq and nk count the order of the derivatives of the strain
and electron fields respectively. Possible extensions of this
approach to include nonlinear contributions and optical modes
will be discussed in Sec. V.
Any valid effective Hamiltonian must respect all the symmetries of the system. In the case of graphene, these include
the point group D6h of the honeycomb lattice.27 D6h consists
of 24 symmetry operations, and one of them is reflection by
the horizontal plane σh . A first simplification is afforded by
the fact that all the ingredients in the effective Hamiltonian
are invariant under reflection by σh . More concretely, electron
fields are combinations of pz orbitals which are odd under
σh , but only bilinears in the electron field are allowed in
the Hamiltonian and these are obviously even. Similarly,
vertical atomic displacements h are odd under σh , but only
the combinations (∂i h)(∂j h) enter the Hamiltonian and these
are even. As a consequence, we may ignore σh as a symmetry
and consider C6v instead of D6h . C6v has only 12 elements,
which include rotations by multiples of π/3 around the OZ
axis and reflections by six vertical planes.
As is well known28 the Fermi surface of the system at
half filling consists of six Dirac points located at the corners
of the Brillouin zone in momentum space. Only two are
nonequivalent, and can be chosen at opposite corners, K2 =
−K1 . We will study the case where there are no interactions
relating the two Fermi points and analyze each of them independently. Then the low-energy description of the electronic
excitations around these points is governed by two Dirac

TABLE I. Number of independent Hermitian invariants linear in
uij at order (nq ,nk ) in the derivative expansion, containing the four
2 × 2 Hermitian matrices {1,
σ }. For each of these invariants another
one can be constructed through the substitution uij → ∂i h∂j h.
(nq ,nk )

(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(1,1)

(2,0)

1
{σx ,σy }
σz

1
1
0

1
2
0

0
0
1

0
0
2

2
3
0

Hamiltonians related by time reversal. This is the relevant
situation for long-wavelength elastic deformations, and in this
case the Dirac points are protected against gap opening by
smooth deformations respecting inversion and time-reversal
symmetry.29 Then symmetry allowed interactions around K1
must be invariant only under the elements of C6v which leave
K1 invariant. This is known as the little point group30 of K1 ,
which is given by C3v . As reviewed in Appendix A, C3v is a
subgroup of C6v with only six elements: rotations by multiples
of 2π/3 around the OZ axis and reflections by three vertical
planes. Besides the little point group C3v , K1 is also invariant
under the combined operation C2 θ , where C2 is a rotation by π
around the OZ axis and θ is time reversal. Once a Hamiltonian
respecting C3v and C2 θ has been constructed around K1 ,
time-reversal symmetry, which takes K1 into K2 , can be used
to obtain the Hamiltonian at K2 . This ensures that the total
Hamiltonian, which is the sum of the two Hamiltonians around
K1 and K2 , respects all the symmetries of the system.
Once we know the set of symmetries to be respected by
the interaction terms, the next step is to classify the relevant
magnitudes according to their transformation properties. The
result is shown in Table VIII in Appendix A, where the
relevant objects are assigned irreducible representations of
the little point group C3v and their behavior under C2 θ is
indicated. Then one can use Eq. (A2) to determine the number
of independent Hermitian invariant terms at each derivative
order (nq ,nk ) (see Table I). This crucial step guarantees that
all symmetry compatible interactions are taken into account.
Then standard group theory techniques are used to construct
all the symmetry allowed interactions.
III. SYMMETRY ALLOWED TERMS IN
THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
A. Effective Hamiltonian to first derivative order

The results of following the procedure outlined above and
detailed in Appendix A may be summarized in an effective
Hamiltonian which contains all the symmetry allowed interactions to first derivative order, i.e., for nq + nk  1. This is
given by
H = H0 +

6

i=1

ai Hi +

6


ãi H̃i ,

(2)

i=1

where H0 = vF (σx kx + σy ky ) and the terms Hi are given in
Table II. The terms H̃i are obtained from those in Table II
through the substitution uij → ∂i h∂j h, where h is the vertical
displacement. The reason for the appearance of the extra terms
H̃i in the Hamiltonian is that ∂i h∂j h transforms exactly like uij
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TABLE II. Effective low-energy electron-strain interactions allowed by symmetry.
Hi

(nq ,nk )

Interaction term

Physical interpretation

K2

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

(0,0)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,1)
(0,1)
(1,0)

(uxx + uyy )1
(uxx − uyy )σx − 2uxy σy
[(uxx − uyy )kx − 2uxy ky ]1
(uxx + uyy )(σx kx + σy ky )
uij σi kj ; i,j = x,y
[∂y (uxx − uyy ) + 2∂x uxy ]σz

Position-dependent electrostatic pseudopotential
Dirac cone shift or U(1) pseudogauge field (Ax ,Ay )
Dirac cone tilt
Isotropic position-dependent Fermi velocity
Anisotropic position-dependent Fermi velocity
Gap opening by nonuniform strain

+
−
−
+
+
−

under all the symmetries of the system. Thus for each invariant
written in terms of uij another one exists with uij replaced by
∂i h∂j h, and the coefficients of Hi and H̃i have to be determined
independently. This will be done in the next section and, for
the time being, we will refer to the more familiar Hi . At the end
of this section we will argue that the effective Hamiltonian (2)
probably captures all the experimentally relevant effects due
to nonuniform strain.
Equation (2) gives the form of the first-quantized Hamiltonian. The corresponding
 second-quantized Hamiltonian
operator is given by Ĥ = d 2 x ψ † H ψ, where the symmetric
convention for the derivatives acting on the electron fields is
←
→
understood, i.e., ψ † ki ψ → −i/2(ψ † ∂i ψ) ≡ −i/2(ψ † ∂i ψ −
∂i ψ † ψ). For instance, Ĥ5 is given by
Ĥ5 = −

i
2



←
→
d 2 x uij (ψ † σi ∂j ψ),

(3)

where ∂j acts only on the electron fields. The advantage of
using the symmetric derivative convention is that any real
expression in the electron momentum k, the strain (and its
derivatives), and a Hermitian matrix will automatically give
rise to a second-quantized Hermitian operator. This simplifies
the counting and construction of Hermitian invariants. In this
regard, it is important to realize that (nq ,nk ) in Table II gives
the orders of the derivatives when terms are written with the
symmetric convention. See also comments around Eq. (5)
below.
Table II displays all the Hermitian, symmetry-allowed
terms of given orders (nq ,nk ) in the derivatives of the electron
fields (nk ) and strain (nq ), as indicated in the second column.
The remaining columns give their physical interpretation and
the relative sign of the couplings at the two nonequivalent
Dirac points. In what follows we will comment briefly on
the physical significance of the various terms which, with the
exception of H6 , have already been given 31 in Refs. 19 and 21:
(i) H1 = (uxx + uyy )1: This term has the form of a scalar
potential ∼ uxx + uyy and was already described in Ref. 5,
where the coupling strength was estimated to be of order 4 eV
for single layer graphene. Its physical consequences have been
explored in Ref. 32.
(ii) H2 = (uxx − uyy )σx − 2uxy σy : Dirac cone shift in momentum space or U(1) pseudogauge field (Ax ,Ay ) ∼ (uxx −
uyy , − 2uxy ). This term corresponds to the well-known elastic
pseudogauge fields of the standard tight-binding approach.
It has been used in the literature to propose all kinds of
strain engineering and to fit experimental measurements of
very intense pseudomagnetic fields in corrugated graphene

samples.7 It has also been used to explain data in artificial
graphene.9
(iii) H3 = [(uxx − uyy )kx − 2uxy ky ]1: Dirac cone tilt. This
term appears naturally in the description of the twodimensional organic superconductors33 which are described
by anisotropic Dirac fermions. It also arises when applying
uniaxial strain in the zigzag direction, a situation that has been
discussed at length in the literature.34–37
(iv) H4 = (uxx + uyy )(σx kx + σy ky ): Isotropic positiondependent Fermi velocity.11
(v) H5 = uij σi kj ; i,j = x,y: Anisotropic positiondependent Fermi velocity.11 This term, together with H4 ,
was predicted to arise within the geometric modeling of
graphene based on techniques of quantum field theory in
curved space.10 It was later obtained in a tight-binding model
by expanding the low-energy Hamiltonian to linear order in
q and ξ .11,14 It comes together with a new vector field i that
will be discussed below. Since the Fermi velocity is the most
important parameter in graphene physics, this term affects all
the experiments and will induce extra spatial anisotropies in
strained samples near the Dirac point.38–43
(vi) H6 = [∂y (uxx − uyy ) + 2∂x uxy ]σz : This is a very interesting term that suggests a new gap-opening mechanism that
has not been noticed previously. It can be seen as the Zeeman
coupling of pseudospin to the associated pseudomagnetic field
Bz = ∂x Ay − ∂y Ax .44 The magnitude of this new gap will be
estimated in Sec. IV C where we will explore its physical
implications.
(vii) To first order in the derivative expansion we can also
construct an invariant involving the antisymmetric derivative
of the displacement vector ω = ∂x ξy − ∂y ξx :
ω(kx σy − ky σx ) = ω

ij ki σj ,

(4)

but, as shown in Ref. 14, it can be eliminated by a local rotation
of the pseudospinor ψ → exp(− 2i ωσz ) ψ. Thus the effective
Hamiltonian (2) does not depend on ω.
Note that the new vector field i , which plays the role of the
spin connection in the geometric formalism and goes together
with the position-dependent Fermi velocity as discussed in
Refs. 11 and 14, does not appear explicitly in Table II.
However, if one uses integration by parts on (3) to revert Ĥ5
to the more common asymmetric convention, the result is



1
2
†
Ĥ5 = −i d x ψ σi uij ∂j + ∂j uij ψ,
(5)
2
where we recognize the contribution 12 ∂j uij to the vector field
i . Similarly, the other piece of i is obtained after integration
by parts of Ĥ4 . Thus, even though the symmetric derivative
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TABLE III. Second derivative corrections to the scalar and vector
pseudopotentials.
δ
 2

∂x + ∂y2 (uxx + uyy ) ∼ ∇ 2
 2

∂x − ∂y2 Ax − 2∂xy Ay ∼ ∂ij uij

δAx

δAy

∇ Ax
 2

∂x − ∂y2

 · A)
∂x (∇

∇ 2 Ay
−2∂xy

 · A)
∂y (∇

2

convention seems to eliminate i from the Hamiltonian, this
field will show up in the equations of motion, which involve
precisely this integration by parts. This means that i is a
relevant field, giving rise to physical effects such as pseudospin
precession.14
We close this subsection with a comment on the last column
in Table II. If we assume that Eq. (2) gives the Hamiltonian
around the K1 Dirac point, then the Hamiltonian around K2
is obtained by flipping the signs of the couplings ai and ãi
according to the last column. This assumes the use of the
(A1 ,B1 ,B2 ,A2 ) convention for the pseudospinors. In other
words, whereas the first component of the pseudospinor around
K1 refers to the A sublattice, the first component around K2
refers to the B sublattice. With this convention the unperturbed
Hamiltonians H0 are identical around the two Dirac points and
the three components of the pseudospin operator—the three
Pauli matrices, not just σy —are odd under time reversal. See
Appendix A for a detailed explanation.
B. Beyond first derivative order

Equation (2) with Table II gives the most general effective
Hamiltonian containing at most one derivative of the electron
field or the strain, i.e., for nq + nk  1. One can easily go to
higher derivative orders. For instance, according to the last
column in Table I, at order (2,0) there are two new invariants
proportional to the unit matrix and three containing σx and
σy . Comparing to H1 and H2 in Table II, it is obvious that
the new invariants represent second derivative corrections to
the electrostatic ∼ uxx + uyy and vector pseudopotentials
(Ax ,Ay ) ∼ (uxx − uyy , − 2uxy ). These corrections are easily
constructed using the techniques reviewed in Appendix A and
are summarized in Table III.
However, these higher derivative corrections are likely
to be masked by the order zero contributions to the same
physical phenomena, and their relevance to experiments may
be negligible. This is actually the general trend. As shown in
Appendix A, invariance under the combined operation C2 θ
implies that terms proportional to the matrices {1,σx ,σy } must
contain an even number of derivatives of the strain, whereas
this number must be odd for terms proportional to σz . As
a result, corrections contain two more derivatives than the
leading contribution and should be strongly suppressed, at
least for reasonably smooth strains.
This observation can be used to argue that Eq. (2) and
Table II already give the most general effective Hamiltonian
describing the electronic properties of strained graphene, in the
following sense: any additional terms that we may construct
will not give rise to qualitatively different physical phenomena,
they will just provide higher-order corrections in the expansion
in derivatives of the strain, or in powers of the strain itself. To

TABLE IV. Number of independent Hermitian invariants linear
in ω = ∂x ξy − ∂y ξx at order (nq ,nk ) in the derivative expansion
containing the four 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices {1,
σ }.
(nq ,nk )

(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(1,1)

(2,0)

1
{σx ,σy }
σz

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
0

show this, we first notice that the most general perturbation
of the massless Dirac Hamiltonian H0 which is linear in the
electron momentum k must take the form
δH = α1 1 + αx σx + αy σy + αz σz ,

(6)

where the functions αi are at most linear in k, i.e., αi = αi(0) +
αij(1) kj . Now, comparing with Table II we have α1(0) ∼ uxx +
(1)
∼ uxx − uyy , etc. The only missing terms are those
uyy , α1x
giving the O(k) contribution to αz . According to Table I, there
(1)
(1)
and αzy
.
are two terms of order (1,1) that contribute to αzx
These are easily constructed with the techniques reviewed in
Appendix A, and are given by
ij ki ∂j ukk σz

and

ij (kl ∂i

+ ki ∂l )ulj σz .

(7)

We note in passing that the first term can be written as σ · (k ×
 ) and has the form of a pseudospin-orbit coupling. Now,
∇
the unperturbed Dirac Hamiltonian H0 plus the two terms in
Eq. (7) give a Hamiltonian of the form H ∼ vF σi ki + σz bi ki ,
which squares to
E 2 = vF2 k 2 + (bi ki )2

(8)

and one can see that the effect of the new terms on the
spectrum is just a change in the Fermi velocity, which becomes
anisotropic and position dependent. In other words, they give
higher-order corrections to an effect already accounted for
by H4 and H5 at lower order. As these corrections would
probably be very hard to measure experimentally, the effective
Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2) is, in this phenomenological
sense, complete.
We finish this section with a comment on the local rotation
ω = ∂x ξy − ∂y ξx . The results of using Eq. (A2) with uij
replaced by ω are given in Table IV, which shows that only
three invariant terms involving ω can be constructed with
nq + nk  2.
The one of order (0,1), which is given in Eq. (4), has already
been discussed. The two remaining invariants are


(kx ∂x ω + ky ∂y ω)σz and 2(∂xy ω)σx + ∂x2 ω − ∂y2 ω σy .
(9)
The first one is of order (1,1) and should be added to the two
invariants in Eq. (7). The last one, of order (2,0), provides an
additional correction to the pseudogauge fields. Our previous
discussion suggests that the effects of these two terms will be
hard to detect experimentally.
IV. GENERALIZED TIGHT-BINDING HAMILTONIAN

In the previous section we have used symmetry arguments
to construct the allowed terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian
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q

The electron Bloch waves are given by
1  i k·(


e ri +t) ϕ(r − ri − t),
i (k) = √
N t

(11)

where ϕ(r ) denotes a pz atomic orbital, ri (i = 1,2) are the
positions of the two atoms in a reference unit cell, and the sum
runs over the N points t in the Bravais lattice. Denoting by
vn and w
 n the relative positions of nearest- and next-nearest
neighbors respectively, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian




q ,k ) = i k + 12 q |δH | j k − 12 q
(12)
δHij (
are given by
δH11 (
q ,k ) = −2it2

6


 
ξ (
q ) · ŵn ei w n ·(K1 +k) sin

n=1

+V

3


q · w
n
2

ξ (
q ) · v̂n (ei vn ·q − 1)

n=1

δH12 (
q ,k ) = −2it1

3

n=1

 
ξ (
q ) · v̂n ei vn ·(K1 +k) sin

q · vn
2

,
(13)

where −t1 is the usual hopping integral between NNs, β =
∂(log t1 )/∂(log r), and the primes denote derivatives ∂/∂r
that are always evaluated at the equilibrium positions. δH21
and δH22 are obtained from δH12 and δH11 respectively
by making the replacement vn → −
vn . Note the symmetric
split of the phonon momentum q among the incoming and
outgoing electrons in (12), which in position space implies
the symmetric derivative convention used in the last section.
Equation (13) is valid to all orders in the electron and phonon
momenta k and q, and the generalization to include any number
of neighbors is obvious: one just has to add new terms, with
vn , w
 n replaced by the vectors corresponding to the new
neighbors. See Appendix B for our conventions and details
on the derivation of Eq. (13).
 and
Expanding (13) to the required powers of q and k,
comparing with Table II we get the values for the in-plane
electron-strain couplings listed in Table V. Note that these
values do not include possible corrections originating from the

TABLE V. Crystal frame couplings for {Hi }. a is the distance
between NNs.
√
3 3
ta
2 2

a1

+ 32 V a

β
2a
√
− 9 4 3 t2 a 2
β
v
4 F
β
v
2 F

a2
a3
a4
a5

3
V
8

a6

a2

deformation of the lattice vectors.12–14 The reason is that we
are using equilibrium atomic positions in our Bloch functions
(11) or, in the language of Ref. 14, we are working in the
“crystal frame.” The contributions from the deformation of the
lattice vectors,12,13,46,47 also known as “lab frame effects,”14
will be incorporated in Sec. IV B.
The values of a2 , a4 , and a5 can be obtained within the
usual NN-TB model and have been known for some time. As
the terms H̃i vanish for h = 0, in order to compute the corresponding coefficients ãi we must consider off-plane strains.
A. Tight-binding computation for off-plane strains

The usual assumption when dealing with nonplanar strains
is that off-plane atomic displacements h(r ) enter the Hamiltonian only through the combination uij = (∂i ξj + ∂j ξi +
∂i h∂j h)/2. The rationale is that the distance between two
nearby points is given by ds 2 = (δij + 2uij )dx i dx j where dx i
is the difference between the equilibrium coordinates of the
two points. However, this is justified if the matrix elements
between orbitals belonging to different atoms depend only
on the distance, which is valid for s orbitals, but integrals
involving pz orbitals are nonisotropic. To be concrete, whereas
integrals involving two s orbitals are parametrized by a
single function of the distance, usually denoted (ssσ ), two
independent functions are required in the case of p orbitals.
These are denoted (ppσ ) and (ppπ ); see Fig. 1. For flat
graphene, only (ppπ ) = −t1 is relevant, and in this respect
pz orbitals behave just like s orbitals.
However, in the presence of curvature the two pz orbitals are
no longer parallel.48 In terms of (ppσ ) ≡ fσ (r) and (ppπ ) ≡
fπ (r), one can use linearity to show that the matrix element is
then given by
1 |H |

2

= (n̂1 · r̂)(n̂2 · r̂)fσ (r)
+ [n̂1 − (n̂1 · r̂)r̂] · [n̂2 − (n̂2 · r̂)r̂]fπ (r), (14)

8 8
r

+

+

-

-

r

8
8

in the presence of strain, but symmetry alone can not
fix the values of the coefficients. In this Section we will
use a generalized tight-binding (TB) model to estimate the
numerical values of the couplings.
Nearest-neighbor (NN) interactions take place only between atoms belonging to different sublattices. As a consequence, the resulting Hamiltonian contains only off-diagonal
contributions and misses all the terms proportional to the
matrices 1 and σz . In order to generalize the standard NN-TB
model, two new parameters are introduced: −t2 is the hopping
integral between next-nearest neighbors (NNNs) and V is
the contribution of a nearest-neighbor potential to the on-site
energy of an electron in a pz orbital. Recent calculations of
the values of these parameters can be found in Ref. 45.
We consider first the simpler case of in-plane strain [h(r ) =
0], and Fourier expand the atomic displacements ξ (r ),

ξ (r ) =
ξ (
q )ei q·r with ξ (−
q ) = ξ (
q )∗ .
(10)

-

+

-

+

(ppπ)

n̂1

n̂2

8 8
r

(ppσ)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: The two independent, r-dependent
integrals (ppσ ) and (ppπ ) for p orbitals. For flat graphene, only the
first one is relevant. Right: For graphene with curvature, p orbitals
are no longer parallel.
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where n̂i are unit vectors parallel to the p orbitals, which
may be assumed to be perpendicular to the surface. This has
a rather involved dependence, not only on r, but also on the
angles. Thus, the assumption that the Hamiltonian depends
on h only through Eq. (1) is not valid in general for curved
graphene.
On the other hand, in order to have curvature we need nonvanishing second derivatives of h. This means that couplings
involving only first derivatives of h are independent of the
(ppπ ) integrals and, as a result, their dependence on off-plane
strains is only through uij . As only H6 and H̃6 involve second
derivatives of h, we see that, with the usual approximations
implicit in TB, ãi = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,5. Expanding Eq. (14) to
the appropriate order it is easy to see that the first nonvanishing
contribution is proportional to second derivatives of the strain
and, as a consequence, the coefficient ã6 vanishes. This is true
in the reference system of the perfect lattice (crystal frame).
Frame effects will be discussed in the next subsection.
B. Lab frame effects

Lab frame effects are the result of the change from
crystal to laboratory coordinates, as was discussed in detail in
Ref. 14. As a consequence, new terms independent of the
TB couplings appear in the Hamiltonian. Crystal coordinates
{x} are just the atomic equilibrium positions. If we define the
laboratory coordinates {yi } as the horizontal projections of the
out-of-equilibrium positions, yi = xi + ξi (x), then a change
of variables in the continuum Hamiltonian gives the result14
ĤLab = ĤT B + ĤGeom ,

(15)

where ĤT B is the Hamiltonian in the crystal frame and

←
→
ĤGeom = vF d 2 x ũkl (ψ † σk ∂l ψ)

(16)

with ũij = 12 (∂i ξj + ∂j ξi ). Comparing with Table II, we see
that ĤGeom is proportional to Ĥ5 with uij replaced by ũij . Thus
both a5 and ã5 are corrected to compensate for the absence of
the nonlinear piece in ũij :
δa5 = −δ ã5 = vF .

(17)

We have summarized our knowledge of the laboratory couplings in Table VI.
C. Pseudo-Zeeman term

As discussed in Sec. III, H6 is a new term which describes
the direct coupling of the z component of pseudospin to
the pseudomagnetic field B. This term plays the role of
TABLE VI. Lab frame couplings for the effective Hamiltonian.
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

√
3 3
ta
2 2

+ 32 V
β
2a
√
− 9 4 3 t2 a 2
β
vF
β 4 
+
1 vF
2
3
V a2
8

a

ã1

0

ã3

0

ã2

0

ã4

0

ã5

−vF

ã6

0

a mass in the Dirac fermion effective theory and opens a
gap in the spectrum. This mechanism is different from the
various proposals of gap opening by strain in the literature,
such as the gap associated to the the Landau levels,20,29,49,50
superlattices,51–54 or by merging of the Fermi points by
strain.55,56 It is analogous to the one obtained by an on-site
potential that is opposite in the two sublattices (note that the
required strain breaks inversion symmetry as well), but offers
the additional advantage of being tunable by the externally
induced strain. This type of diagonal terms coming from strain
has been recently discussed in Ref. 47 in an approach which
uses directly the atomic displacements without reference to
continuous elasticity theory.
The order of magnitude of this gap may be estimated with
the case of a ripple of moderate strain with height h = 5 Å and
width l = 25 Å, which gives a pseudomagnetic field of
1 h2
−1
= 0.0016 Å ,
2
l l
and an energy gap of the order of
B≈

EZeeman = 3/8V a 2 B ∼ 7 meV,

(18)

(19)

were we have taken the value V = 6 eV/Å from Ref. 20. The
presence of this new term has several interesting implications.
As it is known, the orbital coupling of elastic pseudomagnetic
fields comes with opposite signs in the two Fermi points so
that the combined effect of real and pseudomagnetic fields
gives rise to valley separation effects,25,35,57,58 and the same
is expected for the Zeeman coupling. Indeed, in the presence
of high magnetic fields, the zeroth Landau level will be split
by a controlled pseudo-Zeeman coupling and induce valley
polarization. In addition to providing a measurement of the
coefficient a6 , this may help to understand the origin of
the observed interaction-induced splittings59–61 —which can
be of similar magnitude at moderate field62 —by studying
the dependence of the gap with the pseudofield, and the
competition with the real Zeeman coupling. As a related effect,
the in-plane distortion that generates this splitting may be
induced spontaneously via a Peierls instability, by the same
mechanism as the out-of-plane distortion studied in Ref. 63.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this work we have used a symmetry approach to construct
all possible terms affecting the low-energy properties of
graphene in the presence of nonuniform lattice deformations.
We have limited our analysis to linear elasticity theory and
assumed that the two Fermi points do not mix, which is a
sensible assumption for reasonably smooth strains.
As we are primarily interested in the effects of nonuniform
strain, we have set up a derivative expansion of the effective
Hamiltonian and used group theory techniques to obtain the
number of independent couplings at each derivative order. This
procedure guarantees that no relevant interactions are left out.
Then we have constructed the interactions in a completely
model independent way.
After a careful analysis of the physical effects of the
interactions and the properties of the derivative expansion,
we have argued that the first-order effective Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) is “phenomenologically complete,” in the sense that any
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additional terms that we might construct would not give rise
to qualitatively different physical phenomena, they would just
provide higher-order corrections. Under most experimental
circumstances these corrections would be strongly suppressed
and very hard to measure.
In order to get an estimate of the values of the 12
coupling constants parametrizing the effective Hamiltonian,
we have considered a generalized tight-binding model. This
model incorporates, besides first- and second-nearest-neighbor
hoppings, the contribution of a nearest-neighbor potential
to the on-site energy of an electron in a pz orbital. This
contribution, which is not often included in the tight-binding
Hamiltonian, is necessary in order to account for the new
gap-opening pseudo-Zeeman term coupling of pseudospin and
pseudomagnetic field. This, and the fact that the pseudoZeeman term appears at first derivative order, while most
tight-binding computations are carried out for uniform strains,
are the probable reasons why this term had gone unnoticed.
This highlights the importance of the symmetry approach as a
way to get all the allowed interactions in a model independent
way.
In this paper we have neglected electron spin, but our
analysis could be easily extended to accommodate it along
the lines of Ref. 24. Anharmonic effects are supposed to
play an important role in the mechanical properties of
graphene64–66 although this assertion is yet to be confirmed
by the experiments.67 On the other hand, their effects on the
pseudomagnetic field has been considered recently in Ref. 68
using a tight-binding model. The techniques presented in
this paper can be easily extended to compute, in a model
independent way, all the allowed terms in an expansion in
powers of the strain. Another possible extension is to include
the effects of optical strains or frozen optical modes, which
may affect the electronic properties of graphene on a substrate.
Their effects on the pseudomagnetic fields at leading derivative
order were considered in Ref. 18 and have been recently
incorporated in an effective Hamiltonian.21 Our methods could
be used to explore their contributions at higher derivative
orders.
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APPENDIX A: THE SYMMETRY CONSTRUCTION

TABLE VII. Left: characters of the three irreducible representations of C3v . Right: decomposition of all possible product of two
irreducible representations.
C3v

E

C3±

σvi

C3v

A1

A2

E

A1
A2
E

1
1
2

1
1
−1

1
−1
0

A1
A2
E

A1
A2
E

A2
A1
E

E
E
A1 + A2 + E

six elements: the identity operation E, two ±2π/3 rotations
C3± around the OZ axis and three reflections σvi by vertical
planes. Transformation properties under C3v are classified by
three irreducible representations (IRs): A1 and A2 are one
dimensional, whereas E is two dimensional. Their character
tables together with their products30 are given in Table VII.
Graphene is also invariant under time reversal θ , which
takes the Dirac point K1 into K2 , θ K1 ≡ K2 . The same is
accomplished by C2 , which is a 180◦ rotation around the OZ
axis and belongs to the point group C6v . Thus, the combined
antiunitary operation θ C2 leaves K1 invariant and imposes
additional restrictions on the allowed interactions.
Table VIII gives the transformation properties of all the
ingredients used in the construction of the effective Hamiltonian for strained graphene. For the sake of completeness, we
have included the antisymmetric part of ∂i ξj , which represents
a local rotation. Note that the transformation properties of
the Pauli matrices follow from those of the electronic states.
More concretely, the two components of the electron field
(ψ1 ,ψ2 ) transform according to the irreducible representation
E. Then the set of four 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices belongs
to the reducible representation E × E, which decomposes
according to
E × E = A1 (1) + A2 (σz ) + E(σx ,σy ).

Group theory can now be used to obtain the number
of independent terms in the effective Hamiltonian at order
(nq ,nk ). The basic formula is30
1 
n=
χT (g),
(A2)
N g
where n is the number independent invariants, N is the number
of elements g in the group, and χT (g) is the character of g in
the representation T associated to the interaction term. The
character χT (g) is generally obtained as the product of the
characters of the representations corresponding to the different
components of the interaction term. As an example, assume
that we want to know the number of independent terms of order
TABLE VIII. Transformation properties under the little group of
K1 . The antisymmetric part of ∂i ξj is given by the local rotation
ω = ∂x ξy − ∂y ξx .
Magnitudes

In this Appendix we give a brief account of the group
theory techniques used to construct the effective Hamiltonian.
As mentioned in Sec. II, as long as we neglect interactions
between the two inequivalent Dirac points we can restrict
ourselves to the symmetries that leave K1 invariant, i.e., to
the little group of K1 . The little point group C3v consists of

(A1)

1, uxx + uyy
ω
σz
(uxx − uyy , − 2uxy ), (kx ,ky ), (σx ,σy )
(∂x ,∂y )
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(nq ,nk ) = (0,1) containing the matrices σx ,σy . This involves
the quantities uij , ki , and σi , which according to Table VIII
belong to the representations A1 + E, E, and E respectively.
Thus
χT = (χA1 + χE ) × χE × χE ,

(A3)

which implies
χT (C3± ) = χT (σvi ) = 0.

χT (E) = 12,

(A4)

Then Eq. (A2) gives n = 2.
Note that according to Table VIII, both σz and the
derivatives ∂i acting on the strain are odd under θ C2 . Thus,
terms proportional to the matrices {1,σx ,σy } must contain an
even number of derivatives of the strain, whereas this number
must be odd for terms proportional to σz . The results of
using this method for nk + nq  2 are summarized in Table I
(Sec. II). The number of invariants involving ω instead of uij
is given in Table IV.
Invariant interactions, which by definition transform like
(A1 ,+), can be obtained by using the following composition
rules for the IRs of C3v :
A1 (a) × E(b1 ,b2 ) = E(ab1 ,ab2 ),
A2 (a) × E(b1 ,b2 ) = E(ab2 , − ab1 ),
E(a1 ,a2 ) × E(b1 ,b2 ) = A1 (a1 b1 + a2 b2 ) + A2 (a1 b2 − a2 b1 )

and now H0 takes the same form at the two Dirac points
σy (−kx σx + ky σy )σy = kx σx + ky σy .

Conjugation by σy changes the sublattice convention to
(A1 ,B1 ,B2 ,A2 ). This is summarized in the right-hand side of
Table IX, which can be used to obtain the Hamiltonian at K2
after conjugation by σy . Note that now all three Pauli matrices
are odd under time reversal.
We finish this Appendix with a few examples:
(i) The fourth line in Table VIII together with the third line in
Eq. (A5) show that the Dirac Hamiltonian H0 = kx σx + ky σy
is invariant. Concretely,
E(kx ,ky ) × E(σx ,σy ) = A1 (kx σx + ky σy ) + . . . . (A9)
(ii) The fourth line in Table VIII together with the third
line in Eq. (A5) imply that H2 = (uxx − uyy )σx − 2uxy σy is
invariant. Using Table IX to obtain H2 at K2 gives
(uxx − uyy )σx − 2uxy σy → −(uxx − uyy )σx + 2uxy σy ,
(A10)
showing that pseudogauge fields have opposite signs at the
two Dirac points.
(iii) The fourth and fifth lines in Table VIII together with
the third line in Eq. (A5) show that ∂y (uxx − uyy ) + 2∂x uxy
transforms according to (A2 ,−). Concretely,

+ E(a1 b1 − a2 b2 , − a1 b2 − a2 b1 ).
(A5)
For one-dimensional IRs, we have A1 (a) × A1 (b) = A1 (ab),
A2 (a) × A2 (b) = A1 (ab), and A1 (a) × A2 (b) = A2 (ab). Several examples of the use of these relations are given at the end
of this Appendix.
Once an interaction term has been constructed around K1 ,
we can use the time-reversal operation θ to construct the
corresponding interaction around the other Dirac point K2 .
Time reversal acts by complex conjugation, and its action on
the different objects is given in the left-hand side of Table IX
for the the usual (A1 ,B1 ,A2 ,B2 ) sublattice convention.
As an example, the Dirac Hamiltonian kx σx + ky σy at K2
is given by
θ : kx σx + ky σy → −kx σx + ky σy .

(A6)

In order to compare interaction Hamiltonians at the two
Dirac points, we have to take into account that even H0
differs by the sign of kx . This fact, which makes a direct
comparison awkward, can be avoided by a change of basis at
K2 . Conjugation of the Pauli matrices by σy yields
σy (1,σx ,σy ,σz )σy = (1, − σx ,σy , − σz )

(A7)

TABLE IX. Transformation properties under time reversal with
the (A1 ,B1 ,A2 ,B2 ) convention (left), and with the (A1 ,B1 ,B2 ,A2 )
convention used in this paper (right).
Magnitudes

θ

Magnitudes

θ

uij ,ω, ∂i ,1,σx ,σz
ki ,σy

+
−

uij ,ω,∂i ,1
ki ,
σ

+
−

(A8)

E(∂x ,∂y ) × E(uxx − uyy , − 2uxy )
= A2 [∂y (uxx − uyy ) + 2∂x uxy ] + . . . .

(A11)

Then A2 × A2 = A1 and the third line in Table VIII imply
that H6 = [∂y (uxx − uyy ) + 2∂x uxy ]σz is invariant (Zeeman
coupling for pseudospin).
APPENDIX B: GENERALIZED TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

In this Appendix we fix our conventions and give details
on the tight-binding model used to compute the coupling
constants. We choose a coordinate system such that the vectors
vn to the three NNs are given by
a √
a √
v1 = a(0,1), v2 = − ( 3,1), v3 = ( 3, − 1), (B1)
2
2
where a is the distance between NNs. The vectors to the six
NNNs are given by
√
a √
w
 1 = −w
 4 = −a( 3,0), w
 2 = −w
 5 = − ( 3,3),
2
a √
 6 = ( 3, − 3)
(B2)
w
 3 = −w
2
4π
and the Fermi points are located at K 1 = −K 2 = ( 3√
,0)
3a
A general displacement

ξ (
q )ei q·r with ξ (−
ξ (r ) =
q ) = ξ (
q )∗
(B3)
q

induces a change in the vectors that go from an atom at position
t + r1 to its nearest neighbors

(B4)
δ vn =
ξ (
q )ei q·(t+r1 ) [ei q·vn − 1],
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with a similar expression for δ w
 n . To linear order in ξi , this
induces a change in the NN hopping integral,
 1 · δ vn = t1 (ξ · v̂n )ei q·(t+r1 ) [ei q·vn − 1] (B5)
δt1 (t) = ∇t
with analogous expressions for δt2 and δV . Then, substituting
(B5) into

1
1



δH12 (
 |δH | 2 k − q
q ,k ) =
1 k+ q
2
2

1
 q
=−
δt1 (t)e−i q·(t+r1 ) ei(k− 2 )·vn
(B6)
N
t,n
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